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Program

Trio DDG        Paul Dickinson

Oboes: Lorraine Duso-Kitt, Leanna Booze
English Horn: Elizabeth Wheeler

Prelude and Sarabande for Grand Piano           Lou Harrison 

China Gates     John Adams
Neil Rutman

Meet Me Halfway      Ryan Gaston and  Öliv Stjörnumann

Öliv Stjörnumann



-Brief Intermission-

Cloud Atlas I, II and III      Toshi Ichiyanagi

Kazuo Murakami 

Waltz in F#   Zachary Gray
Daniel De Togni

Dust Devil: A Rhapsody for Two Pianos      Daniel De Togni
 

Kazuo Murakami 
Daniel De Togni

Fractal Heart Songs   Karen Griebling
Lyric by Matthew K. Tatus

1. Feeling Small
3. Home Again
4. Measure My Wings
5. Weather Struck
6. Green Eyes

Matthew K. Tatus, tenor
Betty Cohen, piano



Program Notes
Rad Sol is a concert project which aims to promote new music with a special 

emphasis on Arkansas composers and performers. Rad Sol is a proclamation of 
contemporary music that aims to engage the community of Central Arkansas and 
promote the artistic direction of the various artists who live in this region. 

Trio   DDG:   When Lorraine Duso Kitts asked me to write a piece for the DDG Trio, I immediately 
thought of the wonderfully apt and whimsical name of their group (DDG stands for duck, duck, goose). 
I decided to write a fun piece that would incorporate the notes DDG as the primary musical material, as 
well as a few duck quacks and goose honks just for good measure. The piece also includes a 15th 
century carol I have always liked, In natali domini. The melody is quoted exactly, but the fauxbourdon-
like accompaniment has been changed to fit the quartal harmonies used throughout the work. 

-Paul Dickinson
Prelude and Saraband for Grand Piano: Written in the San Francisco bay area in 1937 this 
early work by Lou Harrison was, in its day, on the progressive edge of pianistic innovations.  The 
dignified Saraband utilizes the traditional dance rhythm of that form, but it is in the Prelude that we 
find the originality that marked Lou Harrison's later career surfacing.  The dramatic Prelude requires 
the pianist not only to play the instrument but to strum and pluck it.  Harrison learned these techniques 
from his teacher at the time, the famous American musician Henry Cowell.

China Gates: China Gates is a short piano piece composed by the minimalist American composer 
John Adams in San Francisco 1977. Adams wrote this work as a companion piece to his Phrygian 
Gates, dating from the same period. Phrygian Gates is the longer of the two pieces and uses many of 
the same techniques as China Gates, but in terms of structure the two pieces have little in common.
The piece is one of Adams' first mature works, which he wrote for the then 17-year-old pianist Sarah 
Cahill during a rainy season in northern California.  Adams himself has suggested that the constant 
eighth notes of the piece reflect the steady rainfall of the time. The bass notes of the piece form the root 
of the mode, while the upper voices oscillate between different modes.   -Neil Rutman

Meet Me Halfway: A friend sends you a package in one of many attempts at telepresence, both 
physical and temporal.  You attempt to decipher, decode, and divine his intention, but something is 
typically lost in translation.

This is a quiet piece.  All sound is made from a cell phone, three cassette tape players, and bowed 
acoustic guitar.   -Ryan Gaston

Dust Devil: A Rhapsody for Two Pianos: I wrote this piece while reminiscing on scenic drives 
through Arkansas.  During some of which I would witness a dust devil rising and dancing into the sky.  
The textures created by the two pianos is a means to emulate just that; a dancing and rising sensation.  
The inspiration for this piece is a synthesis of San Francisco Bay Area Minimalism and the mental 
images I have of Arkansas' lush seasons.  The middle section's textures are influenced by Maurice 
Ravel and the harmonic structure by John Coltrane's Giant Steps.  This section outlines a diminished 
seventh chord with triads while playing with melodic fragments from previous sections.  

-Daniel De Togni



Fractal Heart Songs:

Feeling Small

Feeling small
like broken candy
on sweaty asphalt
dreaming songs
of misty autumn
mornings
tasting hopes
for sherbet sunsets
and dappled moonlit
sighs
wanting peace.

Home Again

She tilts her head up at me
and I wish her eyes were blue
like mine. 

Where did she get those curls
that bounce in the breeze?

My hand takes hers
and we walk across the sand.
She kicks up clouds.

Out in the bay
dolphins break water orange with dawn.
I hold on tight.

Measure My Wings

Measure my wings for flight,
and clip them
so that I may never be tempted 
to soar the sky as you created me to do.

Open my eyes to see
and blind them 
so that I may never behold
a beauty as wondrous as that which you are.

Love me
hold me 
take me
break me
only never, ever
leave me
Please, please, please

make me your tonight 
and kill me 
so that  no one will ever know
the ease with which I surrender my soul.



Weatherstruck

Tornado summer fills the sky
and sweat slides down the side of my nose.
Bugs chirp in the brown grass
and I can smell rain comin' in.

Blue clouds hand low in the distance
a slight breeze which picks up dried leaves
brings the wound of a wind-chime,
and down the street a dog barks.

Somethin's comin'
Might be a twiser,
Might be a frog-strangler
But the hairs on my arms are up.

When the lightning comes
I feel it inside me.

Green Eyes

The treetopes brushed the moon that night.
The scent of pine lifted the small hairs on the back of my neck.
Cold crackled in my lungs and mist rose with each breath.

Twigs snapped under foot as we made our way down to the sky,
for the lake was full of stars, barely a ripple disturbed the Universe,
and shadowy carp hunted nightcrawlers in its black depths.

I took your hand, clammy from the evening dw.
The bones of it folded smoothly into mine.
Your skin glowed like milk in the gloom, a blue reflection of twilight.

Your hair made streaks against your silent brow.

We crashed through the trees and leaves toward the bank
where you drowned me in your life as you took me inside you.
We lay on damp loam and watched the galaxy swirl around us.  

I drank your night dark eyes and swallowed your musk,
tasted your tears as they danced across your cheek.
Your skin cooled next to mine and the moan of a barn owl
echoed the hollow ache in my chest. 

The next day our eyes rebounded as we scuffed our feet
and hung our heads under the canopy of green that shaded the drive.
You fussed with the twine that bound your luggage
to the pocked roof of your pea green bug.

We talked of the night and the stars and the Universe
and promised we'd sicken with each passing hour apart.

But I never saw your green eyes again. 


